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Abstract: Negotiation of the food-ways and eating by the powerful and the 
powerless emerges as the distinguishing factor between two classes. An 

examination of the exercise of power over the act of eating reveals how power 
operates through food and the act of eating in the short stories of Mahasweta Devi 
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Citing literary occurrences as instances, ranging from the Bible (the Genesis) to 
Dickens's Great Expectations and Lewis Caroll's Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland, Mervyn Nicholson, in his article "Food and Power: Homer, Caroll, Atwood and Others" (1987), describes how food is a "power crystal" round which 
Tevolves the relationship between the divinity and the mere mortals (or the ruler and the ruled, or the powerful and the powerless) with the former allotting the latter 
Tood befiting the position of the mortal in the hierarchy of beings. Obedience to Lnese acts of apportioning marks an acceptance of one's own place in this order, Whereas disobedience to these-as in the case of Adam and Eve-becomes an arCnetypal crime punishable without mercy. Strict adherence to the rule of odlence in terms of food is of paramount importance, because food iS the derlal means of growth, where growth may be defined as gaining power (599:a threatening phenomenon for the ruler/ the powerful/ the divinity. In Mahasweta's 

1982), "Salt" CNoon", First pub. in 1978), "Fish" ("Maachh", First pub. in I9/8), 

1975) and "The Fairy Tales of Mohanpur" (Mohanpurer Rupkatha", First pub. in 

Ke Rice" ("Bhaat", First pub. in 1975), "Rice" ("Bhaat", First pub. in 

"Flood" ("Baan", First 
an, First pub. in 1968), "Birthday Party" (""Janmatithi", First pub. in 
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“The post-humanist logos”: The Political Dogs in 

Nabarun Bhattacharya’s Lubdhak. 
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Abstract: 

Posthumanism takes a critical stance towards humanism and it urges humans to respect and respond to non-

human worlds and to reject the essentialist and hierarchical divisions between culture and nature. The aim of 

my article is to explore how the dogs in Nabarun Bhattacharya’s Lubdhak (2006) take part in the post-humanist 

logos and interrogate the exploitation of animals. The novel opens a new discourse regarding animal life and 

rights and situates the animals at the centre of the text. The essay aims at recognizing the power of animals to 

interrupt, surprise, and reconstitute human commonality. Its focus is on how the street dogs’ organization and 

their discourse on Human (its development, rationalism, invention, use and misuse of scientific knowledge) 

challenge and interrupt anthropocentrism. It will be argued how far the gaze of the animal breaks the hold of 

reason’s plan by admitting an “alterity” to reason within the temporal continuum. 

 

Keywords: Nabarun Bhattacharya; post-anthropocentric subject; animal gaze; empathy; alterity.  

 

In the “Foreword: The Political Animal” (2008), Chris Danta and Dimitris Vardoulakis write: “The political 

animal is neither the subject who writes each article, nor the subject matter of each contribution. Rather, it is 

that which enables both the subject of writing and writing itself to belong to the polis. As we imagine it, the act 

of writing begins with the gaze of the political animal.” (5) Nabarun Bhattacharya’s Lubdhak is a text that 

engages ‘the gaze of the political animal’. This paper intends to explore how the novel Lubdhak addresses and 

presents the dogs, principally, through the analysis of the animal gaze. Keeping Jacques Derrida, Cary Wolfe, 

who demonstrates that to adopt a posthumanist approach to animals is to address the unexamined framework of 

speciesism, Chris Danta and Dimitris Vardoulakis’s study of animals as a backdrop, I would proceed to 

evaluate how the dogs in Nabarun Bhattacharya’s Lubdhak  (2006) take part in the post-humanist logos and 

interrogate the exploitation of animals. It would be an assessment of how the said novel opens a new discourse 
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regarding animal life and rights and situates the animals at the centre of the text. The human characters in the 

novel of Bhattacharya will be viewed from Posthumanist stance that urges humans “to respect and respond to 

non-human worlds” (Ryan 69). Adopting Chris Danta and Dimitris Vardoulakis’ “The Political Animal” 

(2008) that opines that, “the animal also becomes political, in the sense that it conditions the possibility of 

singularity and of identity” (Danta and Vardoulakis 5), I would aim at recognizing the power of animals to 

interrupt, surprise, and reconstitute human commonality. This essay’s focus is on how the street dogs’ 

organization and their discourse on Human (its development, rationalism, invention, use and misuse of 

scientific knowledge) challenge and “interrupt” anthropocentrism. It will be argued how far the gaze of the 

animal breaks the hold of reason’s plan by admitting an “alterity” to reason within the temporal continuum.  

The oppression of the non-human animals is ensured in the current conceptualization of human. What 

Derrida does in philosophy, Bhattacharya does in literature. Derrida’s speaks of the capacity of the animals to 

perceive ‘our’ existence, to acknowledge ‘our’ presence, without which, ‘I’ (the human) would not exist. In his 

foreword about the novel Lubdhak (2006), Nabarun Bhattacharya writes: “the right to the sphere of life is not 

only of man, but of all (living being)” (translation mine) (10). Both Derrida and Bhattacharya want to “move 

from ‘the ends of man’, that is the confines of man, to ‘the crossing of borders’ between man and animal.” 

(Derrida 372) In short, while Derrida’s interest is in what the animal gaze says about human consciousness, 

Bhattacharya, in some different context, continues deconstructing the established meaning of life in a language 

which is completely human (language): “by the loss of life, what do we mean? Of course, we mean human 

life” (Translation mine) (Bhattacharya 10). This is how the novel opens a new discourse regarding animal life 

and rights and situates the animals at the centre of the text.  

While describing the gradual growth of Kaan-Gojano’s (name of dog) ear, Bhattacharya comments 

that, “…the dormant power of the multidimensional life is a magical realism.” (Translation mine) (17) This 

opinion of Bhattacharya addresses Posthumanism that takes a critical stance towards humanism and urges 

humans to respect and respond to non-human worlds and to reject the essentialist and hierarchical divisions 

between culture and nature. Bhattacharya’s text is written in the Posthuman condition that, as in her The 

Posthuman (2013) Rosi Braidotti comments, “introduces a qualitative shift in our thinking about what exactly 

is the basic unit of common reference for our species, our polity and our relationship to the other inhabitants of 

this planet.” (1-2)  

Lubdhak was first published in the festive season edition of Bengali Magazine Disha, later being 

published as a stand-alone book from Abhijan Publishers on January, 2006. Set in a city, Kolkata, the novel 

thematizes on the organization and revolution of the street dogs. At the turn of the century, the city undergoes 

beautification for which the street dogs must be driven out. After a long debate on the economic feasibilities 

and other associated issues, the authority has decided to imprison the dogs within Pinjrapoles (a place for 

encaging the abandoned animals). These Pinjrapoles resemble the concentration camps. A single Pinjrapole 

can accommodate more than hundred and seventeen dead dogs the body of which would become food for the 
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